A priori probability density functions characterising patterns which are imprecise spatially and with regard to amplitude (fuzzy pattern:;) and which are anticipated to be present in a radioisotopic source field were developed for use in Bayesian image processing ( B I P ) . Corresponding iterative imaging algorithms were derived using the expectation maximisation ( E M ) technique of Dempster er al. efpancl standard non-elpalgorithms were applied to computer generated and experimental radioisotope phantom imaging data. Improved results were obtained with B I P .
Introduction
In certain imaging situations, a priori information about the source distribution may exist and can be characterised in terms of a probability density function P ( @ ) of the source elements {4,} = @(J = 1,2, . . . , a ) . In radioisotopic imaging applications, P , ( 4,)
can be the a priori probability distribution for photon emission from voxel j per unit time at time t = 0. For example, in cardiac imaging studies it is possible to determine the radioisotope concentration of the blood filling the cardiac chambers as a function of time by peripheral measurement and to estimate the average radioisotope concentration of surrounding heart tissues. In brain imaging, hepatic imaging and in particular in thyroid imaging studies, probable configurations of cold or hot lesions may be characterisible in terms of radioisotope concentration and anticipated spatial relations between the cold or hot lesions (i.e. patterns). Lesions detection can then be viewed ideally as a search for the anticipated patterns superimposed upon a relatively uniform background?. For such cases, a Bayesian image processsing ( B I P ) formalism which incorporates both apriori amplitude (strengths ofpattern elements) and spatial information on source distribution and the statistical character of measured data (or projections) has been developed (Hart and Liang 1987) .
If the a priori amplitude and spatial information is probabilistic, the anticipated patterns are of course less well specified (more realistically) and can be classified as fuzzy.
I n this paper, a B I P formalism for an a priori fuzzy pattern source distribution reflecting the Poisson nature of the measured data is represented and the effects of variations in the anticipated amplitudes and spatial relations of the fuzzy pattern elements are studied. Quantitative comparison of the B I P algorithm and the standard maximum likelihood non-Bayesian algorithm (Shepp and Vardi 1982, Lange and Carson 1984) indicates substantial improvement with the B I P algorithm.
Probability density functions of fuzzy pattern and measured data
Consider first an ideally uniform background of radioisotope concentration (strength) 4;. The probability density function of this source distribution is simply a delta function. Assuming a fixed normal distribution about the average background value of 4; for each voxel, the delta function becomes (operationally defining the term 'relatively uniform background'):
where ch is the normalisation constant and ub the standard deviation characterising the strength variation about the estimated #It (i.e. the uncertainty in the anticipated background amplitudes), and a is the number of voxels. For very small values of $:, the normal distribution should be replaced by a Poisson distribution.
If on the average a single spot with estimated strength 4; -4; is superimposed on the background, voxel j has either the value 4; or 4; with different probabilities, l/.
or ( a -1 ) / a (where cy is the number of voxels), then function (1) becomes:
where c, and a, are analogous to the Ch and ub respectively.
If it is anticipated that (as described in detail in appendix 1) a single pattern of two spots with estimated strengths of #I: and 4; respectively and separated by l , voxels is present somewhere in the source field, function (2) then has the qualitative form?: or where the index q covers the Q possible pattern configurations and /? is the number of elements (or spots) in the pattern. Note that for a one-dimensional system the number of possible pattern configurations including voxel j as a component in the pattern is Q = p. Thus:
Since the a priori value of I , may not be exact, a weighting function W ( / ) is now introduced to specify the variation of I around the estimated l , (i.e. reflecting the uncertainty in the anticipated spatial separation). Function (3) then becomes a fuzzy -F For ease of presentation, the source elements 4:, @;, . . . will always be ordered from left to right. In one dimension, pattern reversal actually does not pose any particular difficulty. pattern probability density function:
where l E L,, E I,,y f Aqs and A,. is the range of the voxels around the voxel j * l,, for which W ( l ) is non-vanishing.
If there are p > 2 spots making up the single species of fuzzy pattern, the probability density function (4) is further generalised:
A numerical example appears in appendix 2. Although the imaging results for simulation and experimental phantom data are carried out for the two-element pattern of function (4) only (as shown in § § 4 and 5), the detailed description of the general function (5) in appendix 2 is intended to help in visualising the general multi-element pattern formalism.
The statistical nature of the measured data reflects properties of the imaging system and the sources. where C j R,&j is the mean of the Poisson random variable N , , R, , the probability of detecting photons from voxel j in projection i and y the number of data elements.
The values of R, are in general a function of the voxel projection geometry, tissue attentuation and scattering. In tomographic imaging (e.g. CAT, PET and SPECT, etc), R, is often calculated based on the geometric relations of voxels and projection rays (Brooks and Chiro 1976, Phelps 1977) , and in many image restoration applications it is determined experimentally by imaging a point source, i.e. measuring the point spread function (PSF) (Andrews and Hunt 1977) .
For all possible sets of voxel values {Q} E R which would give rise to the projected data N, the probability density function of N is:
where, as usual, P ( N ) is the probability distribution in the data space, P ( @ ) is the probability distribution in the source space (here an a priori probability distribution) and P ( N I @ ) is the conditional probability distribution in the data space for a given source field @.
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The BIP formalism
The B I P formalism is directed at finding that source distribution @* E R which is most likely to have given rise to the measured data, subject to the data vector N, the matrix R and any a priori source distribution information which may be available (e.g. the P (Q) function). Mathematically this objective is equivalent to maximising the conditional probability density function P ( @ I N ) where from Bayes' law (Lambert 1968) :
Here, P ( @ I N ) is the conditional probability distribution in the source space for a given data result N .
The optimal solution @* is then specified by maximising P ( @ l N ) , or equivalently g(@)=ln( P ( @ I N ) ) , algebraically by solving the system of equations:
Substituting for P ( N I @ ) of (6) and P ( 0 ) of (5) and neglecting P ( N ) since it is not a function of 0 , equation (9) becomes: where X k ( 4 f ) , Y k ( 4 t ) and Zk(4z) are defined in appendix 3. Equation (10) serves to determine that solution @* which would most likely give rise to the measured data, subject to the probabilistic constraint of the estimated strength and spatial separation values of {4:, 4; and &,}. For a low-resolution imaging system (i.e. algebraically a R matrix reflecting an extended F W H M ) and large dimension and N, an iterative approach to the solution @* is preferred and the expectation maximisation ( E M ) technique (Dempster er al 1977), as well as others, can be employed to derive a B I P iterative algorithm.
In E M nomenclature, the 'complete data' variable M,, is now the number of photons emitted by voxel j and contributing to projection i and is related to the 'incomplete data' variable N , by N , = c, M , f . N , and M,, correspond to Vi and X,, respectively in the notation of Lange and Carson (1984) . Bayes' law for the 'complete data' M is: P ( D I M ) = P ( M I @ ) P ( @ ) / P ( M ) . Since M,, is also a Poisson random variable (Feller 1968) , function P ( M ( @ ) has the similar form of function (6) (Liang and Hart 1987) and P ( M ) is independent of @ (analogous to function (7)) and will be omitted in the iterative solution for Q*.
The In Bayesian function of P ( @ l M ) is:
I,
I
with X,(4,) as defined in equation (A4).
value of
The E-step (expectation) of the E M technique computes the conditional average
,I
I where represents the nth iterated result and M',"', the conditional average value of the random variable M , for the given projection i ( N ! ) , is (Shepp and Vardi 1982, Rao 1952 
The M-step (maximisation) of the EM technique generates the ( n + 1)th iteration result @ ' " + l ' which maximises the function Q ( @ [ @ ( " ) ) (see equation (9)):
with X,(+',"'"), Yk(4',"+l)) and Z,(+:"'") defined as in equations (A4), etc.
4:"I-t ~d ' , " ' ;
the B I P algorithm then becomes:
The ,',"+l' on the right-hand side of equation (14) can be approximated as ,:,+l' = and (rJ is an adjustable parameter introduced for numerical implementation of equation (15) and is chosen to be a monotonic sigmoidal function of the iterative index n of the form:
which gradually modifies the relative importance of the a priori source information function P(@). Such gradual modification is necessary because for early iterations 4;"' = N, ( n small) and P(@) is then approximately equal to 0. Therefore successive iterative source estimates would diverge widely.
By only gradually imposing the full restrictiveness of a Bayesian apriori constraint, the maximum likelihood ( M L ) algorithm of Lange and Carson (1984) (i.e. setting [:"'=O in equation (15)) dominates initially and the iterative solution converges to the neighbourhood of the optimal solution where P(@) no longer vanishes. R I P then serves to generate the overall maximum likelihood source estimate reflecting both the imaging data and the a priori source information. The parameters v, A and B are numerical constants. The function X',"'(4',"'+ ~d : " ' ) is again specified by equation (A4) (i.e. equation (A5) in appendix 3) and similarly for Y y i ( d : J + n i r ) ) and 2 : " ' ( 4 r ) +~d ' , " ' ) .
Simulation results
The one-dimensional source distribution chosen { S j } , as shown in figure 1 by the full curve, consists of two point sources of 50 units strength and of 8 voxels separation ( L = 8), superimposed on a uniform background of 10 units strength ( S , , = S , , = 50+ lO=60). The one-dimensional noise-free or ideal data denoted by the dotted curve in figure 1 were calculated from c, R,$,. The non-vanishing elements of the source distribution range from voxel position 3 to 27 and the ideal data distribution extends two voxels beyond the graph on both sides (i.e. five voxels beyond the non-vanishing elements of the source distribution). The R, was chosen as:
R,=0.5exp(-(ln2)[(i-j)/T]*}
i=-2,-1,0,1, . . . , 32 j = 3 , 4 , 5 , 6 , . . . , 2 7
defining a matrix of 35 X 25 elements. A single set of Poisson randomised data (denoted by asterisks in figure 1 ) was obtained from the ideal data using a standard Poisson random number generator (Carnahan et a1 1978) .
For the two-point source pattern considered, the fuzzy pattern function (4) applies. The terms defined by equation (A5), etc, in the denominator of the B I P algorithm equation (15) Bayesian image processing of data 1487 adjustable parameter q7(kn) is a function of C, and C, and was chosen to have the functional form:
The a priori estimate 4; and the variance parameter us are also represented as functions of the iterative index n :
for numerical implementation of equation (15), where D is the total number of iterations. The spatial weighting function W(1) was assumed to be of the form:
with l E l , * A as employed in equation (19), etc. In implementing the B I P algorithm expressed by equation (15), the numerical constants in equations (17), (20) and (22) were chosen as: i Note that the presence of the a priori probability constraint P(@) tends to suppress the iterative divergences common to most other methods. The results after 50 iterations using the B I P algorithm were generally indistinguishable from those after 100 iterations.
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voxels and the inexact amplitudes of 55 and 65 units, the BIP maximum likelihood solution matches the chosen source distribution {S,} very well. For assumed separations of I , = 6 or 10, the B I P solutions remained excellent although the peaks were slightly broader. However, for assumed separations of 5 or 11 corresponding for A = 2 to the a priori probabilities W(f = 5, 11) = 0, the B I P solutions were still slightly superior to the M L result. This unexpected residual small improvement may be attributable to the relatively accurate amplitude estimates. The results of both algorithms M L and B I P applied to the single set of random data of figure 1 after 100 and 50 iterations respectively are shown in figure 3 , where for the B I P algorithm 4; = 5 5 , 4; = 65 and I , = 7 were assumed, and l E I , * A = 7 f 2 voxels (i.e. the same a priori P ( @ ) distribution used for the ideal data case of figure 2 ) . Since the resulting maxima (one set, e.g. as shown in figure 3 ) fall on or shift around the positions (1 1, 19 ) of the actual two-point sources for different sets of random data, the algorithms were then applied to ten sets of random data and the averages of corresponding results are shown in figure 4. Figure 3 . Results using algorithm B I P at 50 iterations (full curve) and algorithm M L at 100 iterations (dotted curve) on a single set of computer randomised data. It is easily seen that the B I P algorithm resulted in substantial improvement over the M L algorithm. For assumed values of I , = 6 or 10 and A = 2, the BIP solutions remain superior to the M L result. For I , = 5 or 11, the B I P results on average were comparable with that of ML.
Voxel p o s l t i o n
Voxel posi tlon
To quantitate the deviation of the resulting source distribution {4:.")} from the chosen source distribution { S j } , a test function was introduced,
s=c(c$y')-S,)'/s,
i with weighted averages of 4;'') and S, defined as where r E j * A, A = fT specifies the maximal neighborhood of the PSF. Function (23) gives a more accurate indication than the standard test function (Wine 1964): s,=C (4jn)-sjy/sj. 
Experimental results
A point source of 57C0 was imaged using a Picker Dyna Camera model No 4 and the output was, for simplicity, arranged as a 32 x 32 matrix (i.e. a two-dimensional point source response function (PSF), F,), from which a line source response function (LSF), L,, could be determined:
and is shown in figure 5 by a full curve in which the centre value is normalised to 40.
Since the imaging system was approximately spatially invariant, a matrix representation, R ; , of the one-dimensional LSF could be formed from { L i } (appendix 1 of Andrews and Hunt 1977) . A simple one-dimensional equivalent phantom was prepared by threading two parallel catheters containing a solution of 57C0 through a stainless steel screen. Twodimensional data were obtained by imaging the phantom at the same depth as the point source and were arranged as a 32 X 32 matrix, with the two lines of tubing oriented in the row direction. Column 16 of the data matrix is shown in figure 5 by asterisks and was used as the one-dimensional imaging data { N I } . Neglecting the effect of the finite length of the tubing, { N , } can be viewed as imaging data from a double element source distribution (the projection of the two line sources along the parallel direction superimposed on a uniform background) in a one-dimensional geometry. Algebraically then:
Ni =c Rh S, J where { N , } is column 16 of the data matrix, R : is the convolution matrix generated by the LSF and { S j } is the equivalent one-dimensional phantom.
V o x e l position The parameters for W ( I ) of equation (22) were I , = 10, A = 3 and = 1.5 (the actual separation of the lines of tubing was approximately 7). To obtain the rough estimates of the amplitude parameters 4; = 3 and 4; = 4; = 60 assumed in the a priori information, P ( @ ) , experimental data obtained with and without the phantom were analysed making use of the factor 1,) F;,. This was indicated since neither the absolute sensitivity of the equipment nor the absolute activity of the phantom were known. Figure  6 demonstrates the superior result achieved with the B I P algorithm (full curve) by 50 iterations compared with the result obtained using the M L algorithm (dotted curve) after 100 iterations. Similarly improved results were obtained with B I P for all of the centrally located data columns.
Discussion
As is well known (Hunt 1977 , Herman et ai 1979 , Liang and Hart 1987 , the B I P formalism has the advantage of considering both the statistical nature of the measured data and any a priori source distribution information available.
As indicated in our previous work (Liang and Hart 1987, Hart and Liang 1987) , the information incorporated in the a priori probability density function P ( @ ) need not be restricted to generic, essentially qualitative characterisations of the source field @. In this paper a formalism is outlined and tested for image processing in which the a priori information includes more restrictive amplitude and pattern characteristics of @.
The a priori probability density functions P ( @ ) generally reflect multidimensional source distributions. For two-and three-dimensional geometries, uncertainties in the orientations of the anticipated patterns substantially increase the software and hardware computational requirements. Multidimensional studies with computer generated data and experimentally measured data from phantoms are in progress.
In some realistic medical situations, the a priori information may be quite complex even to the extent of reflecting subjective qualitative evaluations based upon extensive clinical experience. Characterisation of the useful a priori probability function P ( @ ) may then involve relatively sophisticated judgments. It should be emphasised that, as indicated at the end of 5 4, any improvement in image processing is crucially dependent upon the validity of this a priori information. If the true source distribution is outside the range of P ( @ ) , B I P results can be not only quantitatively inferior to those of M L , but artefacts may even be possible.
Note that P ( @ ) is only approximately given by n, e(+/) since the possible existence of a pattern implies of course a dependence between appropriate voxel values. In one-dimensional geometries, the effect of this dependence may not be completely trivial. In two and three dimensions, the inclusion of a single voxel j in a pattern does not specify the pattern orientation and the statistical dependence of regional voxel values arising from the possible presence of a pattern is correspondingly weaker. The probability of a given sequence of voxels corresponding in amplitude and spatial orientation to a fuzzy pattern on a random basis is, however, likely to be small and the approximation P ( @ ) = nj P;( 4/) which actually tends to understate the probability of a pattern being present does not seem to compromise the calculated results. Function (2) can be generalised to characterise p'> 1 estimated source strengths {+:}, S = 1 , 2 , . . . , p', and may be applicable, for example, in cardiac imaging as discussed in 5 1. The application of the generalised fuzzy pattern function ( 5 ) is also mentioned in 1, where the strengths and spacing information of the fuzzy pattern elements can be obtained, in a simple way, by use of a standard non-Bayesian algorithm (e.g. M L ) before using the B I P algorithm. The statistical nature of the measured data is incorporated accurately into the conditional probability density function P ( N l @ ) when all elements of the measured data are statistically independent. For statistically correlated data elements, P ( N I @ ) is not in general easily formulated. If the statistical correlation between neighbouring source elements is Gaussian, then quadratic optimisation image processing may be applicable (Liang and Hart 1987) .
Appendix 1
As shown in figures 7(a) and 7(b), there are two possible configurations for which either element of a two-element pattern occupies the voxel j . For configuration 7(a), the amplitude probability distribution for voxel j is C, exp[ -(4j 
